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1. This is an account of joint work with J.-B. Zuber and P. Di Francesco on a
remarkable application of matrix interaction due to Witten and Kontsevich, to the
study topological invariants. Let Mg<n be moduli space of Riemann surfaces of genus

g with n marked points and -M9,,, an appropriate compactification. At each marked
point one considers the first Chern class of the cotangent bundle £ as a two form on
moduli space. Let {d/ > 0} , where / indexes the distingued points, denote a sequence
such that

Zg - 3 H- n

i.e. the r.h.s. is the (complex) dimension of Mg,n. Set fcj for the occurrence of i > O ir
the sequence <fy, J^ df = ̂  i fc«, and define the intersection numbers

U-°...rt
ki...) = I - C1 (£,)

X ' J M n

* c, (Cn?"

Since Mg,n is thought as an orbifold, the quotient of a ball by the mapping class
group, these intersection numbers are positive rationals (instead of integers). They are
related by triangular (hence invertible) relations with integral positive coefficients to

intersection numbsers of stable cohomology classes on M 3to introduced by Mumford,
Monta and Miller. The above display of advanced topological definitions should not hide
this author's ignorance of these matters and an interested reader is urged to read the
works by Kontsevich and Witten if he has some uneasy feelings about these sophisticated
matters.
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With the preceding definitions one sets up to study the formal series

F(t.) = Cn Z(t.) =
Jt0 ..... ki,... O

It turns out to be determined by the following surprising properties conjectured first by
Witten (on the basis of strong arguments derived from the double scaling limit of the
generic one-matrix integral) and proved by Kontsevich.

(i) Z(t.) is a 7 -function for the K.d.V. hierarchy i.e.

_ d2F(t.)u-~w~
satisfies

where the Gelfand-Dikey differential polynomials

R1 = u

= T +

are determined by the recursion relation

(ii) Z(t.) is a highest weight vector for the Virasoro algebra. More precisely let (for

Y^ (2Jb-I-I)!! d 1 Y^ ^2

A^m k'i'fzztti'-l
d ^2 i

..,„. . .,... i O r . 1 C
— (2m + A)\\-Q- 1- -J-Om+li0 + gôm,0

with
[Im,In] = (m - n)Lm+n , m,n > -1

then
Ln, Z(«.) = O , m > -1

These statements hold in the sense of formal power series and the conditions (i) and
(ii) are compatible eventhough they seem overdetermined. In fact one can restrict oneself
to (i) and the first, so-called string, equation i:i (ii). After recalling how Kontsevich



relates Z(t.) to some (limit of a) matrix integral, we shall give some indications on the
derivation of these properties.

2. The combinatorial model of Mg,n is a decomposition into cells. Each one is in
correspondence with a connected, genus 0, "fat graph" with at least 3-valent vertices,
and 77-faces, endowed with a "metric". The latter associates a positive length Ca to each
edge a and thus a perimeter to each face / : p/ = Y^aCf ^"' ^*16 dimension of a cell is
the number of independent variables Ca when all perimeters pf are fixed. This is A (the
number of edges) minus n (the number of faces). If S stands for the number of vertices
we have

A = 2g-2 + S + F, 2.4 > 35
thus

A-n< 2(30 - 3 + n)

with equality, corresponding to top dimensional cells, if all vertices are trivalent. Of
course 2(30 — 3 + n) is the dimension of Mg,n. Henceforth we deal only with these cells.

Given an oriented face / of valency A% bounded by the edgts ai,a2,...,a* in this
order up to cyclic permutation, let it correspond the 2-fonn

This is invariant under scaling and cyclic permutation. Kontsevich goes on showing
that the intersection numbers are expressed in this combinatorial model as

, ...*„)=y n*"/'
where the integral sign stands both for an integral over the cells of dimension 6g — Q+2n
and a sum over these cells - i.e. the trivalent connected fat graphs weighted by the
inverse of the order of their symmetry group G.

To obtain a generating function, consider the integral

3g—3+n

(30-3 + n)!

which assigns to each distinguished point a variable Aj-conjugate to the perimeter
According to the previous identification this is

-. ..+an=3g-3+n 1

On the other hand reexpressing the integral using the Jacobian

3j-3+n

(35-



(a non trivial result independent of the graph for fixed g and n !) one can integrate
directly over the variables <?n pertaining to an edge shared by two faces / and /' (distinct
or not) producing a factor A ^A ( . One finds combining the factors 2

,._r,.,TT2i=«!!_
di + ...+dn=3g-3+n 1 "f ' ' a

where the sum on the r.h.s. is over connected trivalent fat-graphs of genus g with n
faces, S vertices and symmetry group G. If one sums both sides over the possible choices
of the ArS among fixed values ^(o)—\N-\) considered as the eigenvalues of a positive
diagonal NxN matrix A and sets ((-!)!! = !)

<P(A) = -(2r - 1)!! tr A'2"-1, r > O

On recognizes from the perturbative rules applied to matrix integrals that

-? fa,-Td11)̂ 1(A)...
n > 1

di + ... + dn > O
= Cu ZN(.\)

where
/ dM exp - tr

/dMexp-tr

Here M is a generic hermitian NxN matrix, and dM the Lebesgue measure on these
matrices invariant under the adjoint action of the unitary group.

Giving to A"1 the degree one, then with the normalized measure

f ..J dM exp - tr

ZN(A.) =
t>o

with Z/v,fc(A) of degree 3k given by

( _ \k r / ,vr3 \ 2*

(2fc)!

Only N of the traces *r(A) are independent. However it is readily found from the
expressions given below that, in terms of these variables, Z/v,t(A) is independent of JV
for N > 3k. Denoting this quantity by Z.,A. one obtains Z(t.) as

b>0
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which does not refer to JV way anymore.

3. To obtain in manageable form the matrix integral let us introduce the function
c(A) corresponding to JV = 1 (easily related to Airy's function)

/dm
\ ni2 i ?n 3

which admits as A — > +00 the asymptotic expansion

F (Zk + ^

and satisfies the second order differential equation

(I?2 - A2) S(A) = O

--
2A2 A OA

Returning to the general case and performing a translation on Af1 we can rewrite
as

3 .

The "angular" integral over the unitary matrix U diagonalizing M is by now standard,
leading to

where indices r, s run from O to JV — 1 and the variables mr are the eigenvalues of M.
In the sequel we use Weyl's notation for the determinant

|/o(A), ...,/jv-i (A)I s del

such that the Vandermonde determinant reads

/o /N-I

1...m^-11 = JJ (mr - m,)
r<0



One easily performs the remaining integrals in ZK(A) and returning to Z/v(A) \vc find

. . . |J°*(A) f l * - ' . - (A) |
Zjv(A) ~ |A«,...,A"-'|

To analyze this expression it is convenient to introduce a second function

Since

it follows that

S(X)- xDz-^..K,, "«-1-e*
A->0

= A"* mod (J
+1r = A2*+1* mod

Factorizing in the numerator and denominator the product (Ao... ̂ N - I ) "' i ex-
panding z and z in powers of x — A"1 one finds the asymptotic series

L,3no+A/-l _3ni+/V-2 « 3 n j v _ i |
c(0)c(1)

 C
(N-1^- _ — _ '"" IC c "lC' - - ~C"o

^ IJ-

noini, . . . ,nw-i>0

with the convention that

= j
— "n

The ratio of determinants is a polynomial character of the linear group (in terms of the
eigenvalues). In general for a (diagonal) matrix A" (here A"1 ) the character

rto'\

is called a generalized Schur function when expressed in terms of traces of powers of X

Note that here

It is classical to introduce also the special characters equal to the traces of symmetric
powers of X in the form

Jt
Pt(X) = if ®.Y

sym



such that

«V(A') = dct(l - «AT1 = exp M*0t(.Y
*>0

This enables one to define the Schur polynomials in the variable 2,- . .} through

»(••)- E ..... •

which enjoy the fundamental property that

where Pk(6.) vanishes if k < O. A standard calculation based on Cauchy's determinantal
formula yields ch, in terms of p's in the form

PfH-I

The symbolic notation implies that indices increase (decrease) by one unit at a time
as one moves to the right (left) of the main diagonal. One concludes that

JO)Jl) J/V-1)

na , . . . ,njv_i>0

This expression shows at once that terms homogeneous of degree 3fc when expressed
in terms of d's are indeed independent of JV for JV > 3fc thus enabling one to obtain
formally to the limit JV —» oo as

= E

The determinants reduce to finite ones since for all but finitely many i's, m = O
implying that they take a form of finite "depth" 6, i.e. a 6 x 6 first block followed by a
triangular form with 1's along the diagonal, and one can restrict one self to the 6x6
block.



From the above it follows that Z(O.) is independent of the variables of even index.
This agrees of course with the initial construction. Indeed when taking the derivative of
Z with respect to 9^p one can take the derivative of each row successively in the deter-
minants. By virtue of the fundamental property of Schur polynomials when applying
this to the row of index r one substitutes to the sequence

ur- r i Pn r-r+l <

the sequence

which is equal to the sequence in the row of index r+'2p up to the exchange nr <
under which the determinant is antisymetric while its coefficient is symmetric by virtue
of cî,0 = t4'+2p). One concludes that

= O

allowing indeed to take as variables the quantities tr = —(2r + l)!!#2r+i- However for
notational convenience we keep the former notation for the time being.

4. We return to the finite N case provided for fixed degree of homogeneity we
let N — > oo at the end. The key observation now is that ZN can be written as a
Wronskian. Setting

/.(«•) = < 8 < N - I
n>0

it reads
N-I Q

-/*-, /N-!

•/o /o

with Zjv(A) = ZN (Q. (A *)) ; but we now consider the variables 9 as independent.
This expression suggests to introduce an ordinary differential operator of order N in
the variable BI with /o,...,/N as independent solutions. With d = -gg- we define this
operator AN as

0<r<N

dNF
/N-I

The index N should in principle also be appended to the coefficients wr (V)Q(U.) = 1)
but it is readily seen that for fixed r and JV large enough u>:(0) is independent of



JV. Following Sato it is convenient to replace AA' by an equivalent pseudo-differential
operator WN such that

AA- = WNdN

WN = ]T wr(6.)d-r

0<r<N

The only algebraic propery of pseudo-differential operators needed here is the extension
of Leibniz's rule

ad~r ^r + ?-1 rf"-*0l
fc>ë v * /

where a*0) = a and a*fc* is the A:-th derivative of a. From the above remarks we can at
once take the JV —> oo limit and omit the index N. One readily finds the values of the
coefficients wr in terms of Z as

where

The formal inverse Ty-1 is given by analogous formulas which can be found using
Plucker's identities from projective geometry. It reads

r>0

Returning to A/y, for any n <g. N there exists an ??-th order differential operator Qn

such that

Indeed since the left hand side is at most of order N — 1 the r.h.s., which seems a
priori of order N + n must satisfy

Qn = (An<T A^)+ = (WNtrWjl)+

where ( )+ requires keeping only the differential part. Again for fixed n, as N — > oo,
Qn is independent of N. This choice ensures the consistency of the above equation as an
assumed equality between differential operators of order < N. To show that it holds it
is sufficient to verify it on JV linearly independent functions, for instance on the kernel



of AW, i.e. on any linear combination / of /o — , /N-I with constant coefficients. Thus
= O and we want to show that

But / admits an expansion in terms of Schur polynomials with constant, coefficients,
thus |gj£ = -jj- and the above reads

This is an identity since AAT/ vanishes by assumption.
Let us rewrite

Qn = (Wd11W-^+ = (L

where

The above formulas take the form

K-K
the compatibility of which read in final form

0Qm 5Qn , .

This is a standard zero-curvature condition. We can now use the fact that all quantities
involved are independent of 8's of even index. For instance with

we find „
Q2 = <* + 2u
r\ JS i °Q3 = d +5

and the above implies

^ = [Q35Q2]

Translated in the variables t0, t^ this is the first equation of the KdV hierarchy

du_ _ Q_ (}_cPu 1 2\
Ot1 ~ Ot0 \12dt* + 2 U )
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More generally one sees that Qn =

9 «

which is a concise statement of all the KdV hierarchy proving point (i) in the first
section.

5. We have already alluded to Airy's function, indeed ZN( A) is a matrix equivalent.
The analog of Airy's equation will yield the Virasoro constraints.

Recall that we have written above

ZN(A) = .4(

where

and .(4(A) was given explicitly in section 3. The standard trick is to write that the
integral of the derivative of the exponential weight is zero. This reads

\ t,t=k I

where the bracket means an integral over M with the exponential weight. The first
term (A| + M^.) can be obtained as

For the remaining terms we use the invariance of the integral with respect to an in-
finitesimal change of variable

where
.Y(M)06 = Sat

The Jacobian is 1 + ie(Mu — JWk-) to first order in e. This yields the relation

O = MU - Mkk - - (Xl -

with no summation over indices. Thus the "equation of motion" reads
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equivalent to a system of coupled second order equations

f 2

Reinserting the factor .4(A), expanding in A^"1 as A/, — > oo and assuming N — > oo,
one finds

where the operators Lm have been given in section 1. Each term in this scries must
vanish and we find the Virasoro highest constraints L,,,Z(t.) = O as claimed, proving
point (ii).

6. We conclude by examples of effective calculations. Consider the expansion
according to the genus

CnZ = F =

Define

7>>0

Applying the above to leading order in g one finds the fixed point equation

By Lagrange inversion this gives in genus O integral intersection numbers

Knowing U0 (t.) we can define

/*(*.) = J* («<»(<• ) ,* • )

obtaining

More generally if y > 1 one finds that F9 can be expressed as a finite sum
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where the coefficients are themselves finitely many intersection numbers pertaining to
genus g (their number being equal to the number of partitions of Zg — 3). They are
determined by the first KdV constraint for instance.

As an example when g = 2

1
5760

hence

+ 29 "' + 28
?3
'2

(1-J1)3 " (1-Ji)4 " (1-Ji)5

With patience one can obtain as many terms as one wants. One can also resum the
terms with the highest power of (1 — J\ )~ using a Painlevé equation. Its perturbation
yields a resumation of terms with a lower power of (1 - Ji )-1 .

Among further interesting properties of the Kontsevich integral let us quote the
following one (conjectured by Witten and proved in joint work with P. Di Francesco
and J.-B. Zuber). There exists a one to one linear map among polynomials in infinitely
many variables

such that
/dM exp t r » ^ - ^ / > ( t r M, tr M3, tr M5 , . . .)

/ dM exp - tr AM»

-"(K- K- •-)«'•>
where t. = t. (A"1) . Explicit formulas can be given.

Finally there exists a generalization of the intersection problem implying finite
coverings of moduli space. It corresponding to similar integrals with higher degree
potentials. The KdV equations are replaced by other reductions of the general KP
hierarchy and the Virasoro constraints are generalized to those of a T'F-algebra.
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